בסייד

A MAGNIFICENT
PESACH 2020
AT THE LUXURY HACIENDA FOREST-VIEW HOTEL

33 Successful Years!!!
Wednesday 08 April – Wednesday 15 April [7 NIGHTS / 8 DAYS]

HACIENDA FOREST VIEW HOTEL

In the heights of the Western Galilee, near Kfar Vradim, Maalot nestles the “Hacienda Forest
View”, the only resort hotel and spa that caters to families. The building emulates a magical,
authentic Spanish estate, with a European flavor spreading over 17 acres of natural green lush
forest complete with pampering suites and spa rooms.
Renowned for its serene and tranquil atmosphere, the hotel offers 155 stylish rooms and grounds
bestowing a perfect family getaway. Experience a wonderful Pesach vacation of renewal in the
heart of nature.
Click here for further details http://www.c-hotels.co.il/en/?cat=8

RECREATION: enjoy a huge choice of outdoor activities: basketball, volleyball, mini-golf,
ping pong, soccer, bikes and Kids club. Cool off with a swim in the hotel’s large outdoor
heated pool. The facilities include a health club with new gym, Spa treatment centre,
sauna, Turkish steam bath & Jacuzzi.
FINE DINING: delight your palate with the exquisite cuisine and healthy choice for which
the Hacienda enjoys much acclaim you will experience innovative cuisine, fresh modern
menus and themed evenings.
ENTERTAINMENT: offered each day and evening for all ages. Free Wi-Fi & Parking

THE PERFECT SETTING FOR YOUR PESACH VACATION!
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YOUR 7 NIGHT PESACH PACKAGE INCLUDES:
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

3 Days Chag & Shabbat: Full Board [Dinner, Breakfast & Lunch]
4 Days Chol Hamoed: Half Board [Dinner & Breakfast]
A wonderful Chag atmosphere & Shule Tefillot
2nd Day Minyan for overseas guests
Intriguing Shiurim & inspiring Lectures by renowned scholar in residence
Great entertainment for the family, special kids and teen program
Special family and group rates
Daily afternoon high tea, cake & refreshments
Teens outdoor activities and hikes
Personally, hosted and much more…

שיעורים והרצאות יהיו בעברית ובאנגלית
Kashrut Glatt Mehadrin, No Kitniyot, Gebrochts under Supervision of Maalot
Regional Rabbinate, State of Israel

We welcome our Scholars in Residence & Entertainers:
RAV JOEL PORTNOY

After more than 32 years as Rav of the Hale Kehilla in Manchester UK, Rabbi Joel
Portnoy has just made Aliya and is living in Yerushalayim where, together with
his wife Ruthie, he is an Imago Couples therapist at www.2halvesofasoul.com
and a Mohel. A Talmid and musmach of the legendary Dayan Gershon Lopian
ZT’L , Rabbi Portnoy is a sought after Educator and speaker best known for his
warmth of connection with kehilla members young and old and his innovative
Education Programs. He established the Hale Education Trust almost 20 years
ago ensuring ongoing Adult Education Programs for the community and
providing a variety of immersive family educational experiences that have
changed lives. Having mentored a number of younger Rabbis both on his own
team and throughout the UK, his next project is the development of a mentoring program for young
Rabbanim learning in Yerushalayim whilst preparing for the Rabbinate in Chutz La’aretz
RUTHIE PORTNOY

Ruthie together with husband Rabbi Joel has very recently
made Aliyah after 32 years as Rebbetzin in Hale UK. Mother of 9 married
children KNH and Grandmother to several more, Ruthie runs a private therapy
practice in Jerusalem as well as International Video Link work, where she
combines Emotional Freedom Techniques and coaching. She is passionate
about bringing Shalom Bayit / Marital Harmony to the world and also works as
a Couples Therapist at www.2halvesofasoul.com
As a Shul Rebbetzin, Ruthie loved empowering women to feel comfortable and
glorified in their roles as women. Ruthie is a qualified Laughter Yoga Instructor
and finds that laughter is often the best medicine. Ruthie hovers between a vegan and vegetarian diet as a
more healthful way to live. Ruthie is excited to be starting a new life in Eretz Yisrael spending more time with
family, as well as building up her Jerusalem Practice and finally having time to learn and teach more Torah.
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GUEST SPEAKER: RABBI DANIEL LAPIN

Rabbi Daniel Lapin, noted rabbinic scholar, best-selling author of books like Business
Secrets from the Bible and host of The Rabbi Daniel Lapin Show, is a popular speaker
who appears live before more than thirty-five thousand people around the world each
year. He is famous for teaching life principles from the Torah to people of all
backgrounds in entertaining and practical ways.
Newsweek magazine included him in its first list of America’s fifty most influential
rabbis. With his wife Susan he hosts a daily television show Ancient Jewish Wisdom
carried on the International TCT Network. Through his books, broadcasts and
speeches, he has become one of America’s most compelling and persuasive voices of practical Torah—
ancient solutions for modern problems.
He serves as the president of the American Alliance of Jews and Christians working toward restoring Biblical
values as the basis of civilization.Before immigrating to the United States, Rabbi Daniel Lapin studied Torah,
physics, economics and mathematics in yeshivas and schools in South Africa, the United Kingdom, and Israel.
He was the founding rabbi of Pacific Jewish Center, a now legendary Orthodox synagogue in Venice,
California. Rabbi Lapin is a frequent speaker for hundreds of trade groups, political, social and civic
institutions, financial conferences, organizations, and companies. He speaks regularly at synagogues and
universities throughout the country as well as in Europe and Asia. He is a frequent guest on national radio
and television shows.
His articles have appeared in the Wall Street Journal, Commentary, and The Jewish Press. He and his wife
have published seven books two of which have been translated into Chinese, Romanian, Hungarian and
Korean. An enthusiastic boater who has sailed his family across the Pacific in their own boat, Lapin lived with
his wife Susan who home schooled their seven children on Mercer Island, Washington. They recently
relocated to the east coast
Mrs. Susan Lapin: Growing up in the tail winds of the feminist movement, Susan Lapin contemplated a
variety of career options. She never considered being a rabbi’s wife and partner
as a possible choice, but then she also had no idea that marriage would entail
sailing her young family in a small boat across the Pacific Ocean. For the first
15 years of marriage, she helped lead the legendary synagogue, Pacific Jewish
Center of Venice, California with her husband, Rabbi Daniel Lapin. During that
time, as well as lecturing to women around Southern California on marriage,
parenting, education, and Torah solutions to life’s challenges, Susan began homeschooling their seven
children, which she did for 16 years. (Yes, they did all get into college where they excelled.) She now
lectures to both Jewish and non-Jewish audiences, writes a widely read column, Susan’s Musings, and has cowritten many books including Buried Treasure: Secrets for Living from the Lord’s Language with her husband,
as well as co-hosting the Ancient Jewish Wisdom TV Show seen every day on the TCT television network.
Now living in Baltimore, she manages to find time to hold a summer Camp for half a dozen little girls who
look remarkably like her.
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THE SOLOMON BROTHERS: SIMPLY THE BEST!
Nachman (Lead Vocal, Guitar), Yosef (Bass Guitar, Vocals) and
Sruli (Mandolin, Vocals) Soloman have been playing music
together since they started walking and talking. They are the
three youngest brothers of seven children in the multiinstrumentalist, highly talented Soloman family. Music was a
central and ever present force in the family, an intrinsic part of
their childhood that inspired a deep joy which continues to be
reflected throughout their lives today. Father, Ben Tzion Solomon
performed in various Bluegrass bands in California and then, after
moving to Israel, started the first Jewish Rock n Roll band called
the Diaspora Yeshiva band. Releasing 10 albums, they had several
hit records like 'Live in King David's Tomb' and 'The Land of
Fathers'. Ben Tzion had always wanted to play music with his sons
so he started 'The Ben Tzion Solomon and Sons Band' with the
eldest few. When the younger brothers started gaining in talent
and experience, it was time for them to join in the fun. At one
point all 7 brothers performed in the Ben Tzion Solomon and Sons Band, touring together, releasing
records and receiving wide acclaim and a loyal fan base. During this period, Noah formed 'Soulfarm', Yosef
performed in 'Moshav Band' and Nachman created 'Hamakor'. All of them achieved success, releasing
records and touring Europe, The USA, Israel and Canada. In 2013, Nachman returned from a tour when a
friend casually suggested he enter 'The Voice Israel.' He did so and was immediately accepted to perform.
The Voice were creating 'Mishpacha Hofa'ah' and The Solomon Brother's Band was born. Just under 1 year
later, after 26 episodes and 150 bands the Solomon Brother Band reached the competition final.
The combination of their dynamic musical influences include the folk of Bob Dylan, Neil Young & Mumford &
Sons, as well as Reggae and Israeli Folk. They weave these together to create their own brand of
Bluegrass and Spiritually infused Folk-Rock. As Nachman says “The pure joy of this project is fantastic – to
share the stage with my brothers, write together and share our music which comes as a result of our deep
understanding of each other as Brothers”
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RATES IN NIS

₪

Excludes 17% VAT
for Israeli Citizens
For Foreign Currency
Payments in $USD the
Shekel will be
converted on the day
of transaction

7 NIGHT PACKAGE
WED 08 – WED 15
3 DAYS CHAG/SHABBAT
Dinner; Breakfast & Lunch
+
4 DAYS CHOL-HAMOED
Dinner & Breakfast

PARTIAL STAY
MINIMUM 2 NIGHTS
NIGHTLY RATE
HB CHOL HAMOED INCLUDES
Dinner & Breakfast
FB CHAG & SHABBAT INCLUDES
Dinner, Breakfast & Lunch

1 X STANDARD ROOM [SLEEPS UP TO 2+2]
1 Adult

17,400

2,585

2 Adults

17,400

2,585

3 Adults

24,300

3,610

2 Adults + 1 Child

21,700

3,225

2 Adults + 2 Children

26,050

3,865

1 Adult + 1 Child

17,400

2,585

1 Adult + 2 Children

21,700

3,225

FAMILY PLAN IN 2 STANDARD ROOMS [SLEEPS UP TO 8 PAX]
2 Adults + 2 Children

32,125

4,775

2 Adults + 3 Children

34,800

5,160

2 Adults + 4 Children

39,000

5,800

2 Adults + 5 Children

43,450

6,400

2 Adults + 6 Children

47,750

7,100

ROOM SUPPLEMENTS: Limited Availability of these rooms on first come basis
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Garden Rooms: 270nis per night [2+2]
Balcony Rooms: 270nis per night [2+2]
Garden Jacuzzi Rooms: 335nis per night [couples only]
Garden Plus rooms: 335nis per night [2+1]
New Hacienda Rooms: 380nis per night [2+2]
New Galil Rooms: 380nis per night [2+2]
Junior Suites: 850nis per night [2+2]
Honeymoon Suite: 1,375nis per night [couples only]
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PRE and POST PESACH STAYS
Special Pre-night stays 600nis B&B/night /couple [150nis /child]
Special Post-night stays 600nis B&B/night /couple [150nis/child]
MEAL SUPPLEMENTS
❑

On Erev Chag Fri 19: Light Meat Lunch & Salad Bar included for guests on the 7-night
package. Guests on Partial Stay: Adult 50nis; Child [U12] 30nis

❑

Stay for less than 4 nights: Seder Night Supplement Adult 250nis/Child 180nis

❑

Commmunal Seder or Family Seder in Main Dining Room Included

❑

Exclusive Private Seder: 6,000nis includes 15 guests; 16th guest onwards rates are
500nis per Adult / 350nis per Child

❑

Semi Private Seder: 5,000nis includes 15 guests; 16th guest onwards rates are
350nis per Adult / 250nis per Child

❑

2nd Day Chag Package: Adult 500nis; Child 250nis
Includes: 2nd Night Seder on 09 and Lunch on 10/16

❑

Lunch on Chol Hamoed: Available for purchase at Poolside Grill or the Lobby Café or a
picnic takeaway box can be ordered each evening 60₪ and charged to your room
[dairy or meat]

❑

Extra Dinner on Chol Hamoed or Pre/Post Pesach meals can be purchased at the
Hotel and charged to your room account

CHILDREN’S AGES:
❑ Infants: 0-3 are charged at 30nis per night; Children Ages: 3-15 years
MEALS INCLUDED:
❑ Full Board on Shabbat & Chag: Thurs 09, Shabbat 11, Wed 15 April
❑ Half Board on Chol Hamoed: Fri 10, Sun 12, Mon 13, Tues 14
❑ Afternoon Tea, cake & refreshments on Welcome Day & Chol Hamoed
❑ 1 x Free entrance to Spa for each Adult guest staying 7 night package

PAYMENT TERMS:
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

All Rates in NIS excludes 17% VAT for Israeli Citizens
Deposit of 4,000nis per room is required upon booking confirmation
50% payment is due by December 30, 2019
Balance is due by February 1, 2020
Staff Tips of 60₪ per room per night payable on Invoice

We look forward to hosting your family for a wonderful Chag
Pesach Kosher Ve'Sameach, David & Chana Walles
& the Kosher Travelers Team
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TIYULIM FOR PESACH 2020
During Chol-Hamoed we are excited to offer your family a super line up of Activities,
Attractions, Adventures and Tours. This year we are offering all tours as a self-drive
option, Kosher Travelers will cover the cost of the tour guide, however, we require a
minimum of 15 participants for the tours to proceed.

TOUR #1: LEKET FAMILY PICKING DAY
Leket Israel is delighted to welcome local and overseas families and groups at a festive day picking
vegetables for Israel's needy. There will be two opportunities to participate:
Further information, contact: varda@leket.org or 052 743 3541
What to
Bring: picnic lunch, water, closed shoes, hats, and sunscreen.
Suitable: All ages including strollers. These options are self-drive.
No pre-registration required

TOUR #2: PORT OF AKKO, TUNISIAN SYNAGOGUE
In this exciting tour, we will travel back in time to the Crusader
era as we discover the UNESCO city of Akko which became a
World Heritage Site in 2001. We will explore beneath the Old City
of Akko and discover magnificent banquet halls of the Knights
Templar, and the Ottoman/British prison that Jewish prisoners
escaped from during the British Mandate. At the beautiful Or
Torah Tunisian Synagogue in Acco every surface is decorated with
mosaics depicting a variety of themes related to Judaism and
Jewish history.
What to Bring: picnic lunch, water, walking shoes & money
Suitable: All ages including strollers
Departure: 10:00 am Sharp. Return: Approx. 3:30pm
Entrance fees to be paid at the cashier: 30nis /adult and 25nis /child (under 5 free)

TOUR #3: THE MYSTICAL CITY OF TZFAT
Today we will tour the mystical and beautiful city of Tzfat
(Safed). Our tour begins at the top of the city on the
remains of a Crusader fortress, with an introduction to the
city. We’ll be able to walk through the streets of the
Jewish Quarter, visit the Arizal Synagogue, the famed
Artist Colony, the Arizal’s mikvah, and the city’s cemetery
with tombs of great Rabbis including Rav Yosef Cairo, the
Arizal, and more.
What to Bring: picnic lunch, water, walking shoes & money
Suitable: All ages including strollers
Departure: 10:00am Sharp.
Return: Approx. 3:00pm
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NORTHERN ATTRACTIONS & ACTIVITIES

Eddie’s Kosher Travel in association with Israel’s leading Tour and Attraction Operators are very
excited to offer you the following Northern Attractions & Extreme Activities.
We have negotiated special group prices for all our clients; however, all bookings and enquiries
must be made directly with each Operator.

A: OPEN JEEP RIDE WITH DRIVER
The Jeeps will depart from The Hacienda Hotel and head toward
the Gaaton river springs, and stop at Sursock Manor, a very old
building from the Ottoman Period and will stop along the way for
some more fascinating sites. Duration: 2 hours
Special price for EKT guests:180nis pp.

B: TORNADO SPEEDBOATING
An exciting and adventurous cruise boat ride that flies over the
waves and speeds back along the shore to the marina, passing the
picturesque rocky bays carved out in the seashore by the waves.
Cruise duration: 20min
Each speedboat carries up to 10 passengers.
Special price for EKT guests: 95nis per person. Departs
from: Nahariya Marina

C: RIVER KAYAKING
Come join us on a magical river adventure, down the
beautifully clear Hatzbani stream, which merges with the
Banias to create the Jordan River, on which our rafting
adventure continues and includes many fun water
rapids. Duration: 1hr 15min
Option A: A Raft shared by up to 6
Option B: A Kayak for 2
Location: Kfar Blum Age: 5+
Special price for EKT guests: 80nis per person
TO RESERVE ANY OF THE ABOVE 3 ATTARCTIONS CALL ETTI: 0504444 360 etti@rimoney-hagalil.com
Mention “EKT 2020” for our preferred rates
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D: AQUA KEF INFLATABLE WATER PARK, TIBERIAS
Elected
as
the
best
summer

attraction for its first season, Located in Ganim Beach Tiberias, Aqua Kef is Israel’s latest
attraction.
To reserve your slot, contact: www.aquakef.co.il
Use Promotional code: 48viptkts for special Kosher Travelers Promotion Rates

E: MAIMONIDES PUZZLE ROOM, TIBERIAS
It is the year 1172, and we find ourselves in Cairo, working together with
the famous scholar and doctor, Maimonides. Being the personal doctor to
Saladin in Egypt is a great honor for Maimonides –but the prestigious
position carries great responsibility as well. Today, Maimonides needs your
help. A member of the royal family is sick and is in need of a particularly
rare medicinal herb. Maimonides has located a source for the herb, but it
is locked away in a secure box. Only you can access the correct key.
This is the setting of the Maimonides Puzzle Room, where teamwork and
creativity will lead you to success. During this adventure, groups must
search for clues, solve puzzles, and stay calm while attempting to complete the challenge before
time runs out.
Located in The Maimonides Heritage Center in Tiberias, the Maimonides Puzzle Room is perfect
for your family or group.
Call 053-530-3018 or email michael@harambam.org.il to reserve your time slot today!
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F: EXTREME ISRAEL ATTRACTIONS
Option #1: Rappelling and Rock Climbing at Maktzevot Kedumim
This is an ancient quarry located in Carmel Nature Reserve national park, an area often called "little
Switzerland" due to the lush greenery and beautiful landscape.
This gorgeous adventure starts with rappelling down the cliff
with a panoramic view of the Carmel Mountains. Here we
introduce top rope rock climbing. Each person can climb as
high as s/he feels comfortable, and then get belayed back
down. There are rock climbing routes for every level of climber,
from rank beginner to very advanced. You can do the
rappelling and rock-climbing multiple times if you want.
Afterward we take a short hike back to where we started, all
the while enjoying the truly stunning panoramic view. This is a
great site for hiking and picnics. If you like, we can discuss
adding a nice hike to your rappelling and rock-climbing tour.
All the rope activities are optional. No experience is necessary.

Option #2 Rappelling at Keshet Cave
Visit the most beautiful view in Israel from the highest point in the
Western Galilee, with a vista of the sparkling Mediterranean Sea and the
entire Galilee. Once a real cave, the ceiling of the cave collapsed millennia
ago leaving only an arch which gives the site its name. You can rappel off
the mammoth natural stone arch bridging the mountains, sailing through
the air with an amazing panoramic view surrounding you. This is very
exciting as you are suspended in mid-air. We will use cables to take the
beautiful, adventurous 35-minute hike back up, often accompanied by
many curious mountain goats. The site is accessible to all, even strollers
and wheelchairs. All the extreme activities are optional. The rappelling is
easy and no experience is necessary. Minimum age is 10 years old.

Option #3 Black Canyon (Nakik Hashachor)
This is a full-day adventure in a deep canyon of volcanic stone. This unmarked hike in a closed
national park is reserved for groups led by licensed tour
guides only. This hike includes a lot of climbing over
huge lava boulders, and is not on a standard trail. Once
we enter the canyon we will be navigating through the
jungle, not along paths. On this exhilarating and
captivating tour through the lush, wild jungle of the
Golan Heights you will see beautiful birds, small animals
and lots of water! Ninety percent of this hike is near or in
water, from ankle to knee deep, including rappels
through three waterfalls. Swimming and rappelling are
required (life jackets are available). You need to be in
good shape, but the good news is that it’s 85 percent
downhill! We recommend ages 8 and above for this
awesome hike. There is a 22 NIS Israeli National Park entrance fee for adults over 18 years old,
and 10 NIS for children under 18 years old, paid at the park when you enter.
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Option #4 Rappelling, Big Swing, and Spelunking at Alma Cave
Alma Cave, located in a beautiful region in the eastern Galilee, used to be the deepest spelunking
cave in Israel until the mid-1980's. There are many stories
and legends about this cave, and it is most certainly a
special and magical place to visit!
A step by step description: First we will hike for a few
minutes from the car to the entrance of Alma Cave. As we
walk we will take in the spectacular panoramic view of Mt.
Hermon, the Golan Heights, the Hula valley, and Mt.
Evyatar. After about seven minutes of hiking, suddenly we
come to the huge opening in the ground that leads to the
cave. At this point the guide will set up the ropes and we will
rappel down the cliff through the air to the entrance of the
nice, cool cave. Once everyone rappels to the bottom, we
will walk to the place where we do the big swing. Each person in turn will be harnessed to the rope
and have a chance to do horizontal Tarzan-style rope swing. You will be jumping and then flying!
Serious excitement and something you usually see only in the
movies… and then we will rappel safely back to our landing.
Then we will go spelunking. This is an exciting hike in the vast,
dark cave using headlamps. We’ll be climbing up and down
ladders and through small spaces and little holes in the cave. This
is a spectacular adventure. All the extreme activities are optional.
The caving is a little bit challenging, but it is a back and forth
route, so at any time people can decide to turn around and go
back. No experience is necessary.

Option #5 Flying ATV/Baki
Do you dream of flying? Gliding on the air currents, relying only
on the wind is an unforgettable, thrilling experience – sea air,
sun, blue water and blue skies… Enjoy it all from a bird's eye
view. Also known as para-motoring, Baki is a form of ultralight aviation where the pilot wears a
motor on his or her back (a paramotor) which
provides enough thrust to take off.
No wind or thermals are needed. It can be
launched in still air, and on level ground, by the
pilot alone — no assistance is required. It takes
only a couple of seconds before you are gently
lifted off the ground and into the sky, embarking on
a journey that will provide you with excitement and
unforgettable memories!
You choose the nature of your experience: calm
and tantalizing, or extreme and adrenalin-filled. No
previous flight experience is necessary for tandem
flights; they can be enjoyed by just about anyone
from the age of 6 and up!
Please feel free to contact
questions. +972-4-666-9898
info@israel-extreme.com
www.israel-extreme.com
Moshe: + 972-52-647-8474
Daniel: +972-52-668-0976
Mention “KT 2019” for our preferred rates

us

with
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GUEST TESTIMONIALS

Hi David,
We have returned home after spending the Hag of Pesach at Hacienda hotel in Ma'alot with your
group. It exceeded our expectations! The place is beautiful, the food was great, the staff were
extremely helpful and the atmosphere was just what we have hoped for. We enjoyed the Tfilot, the rich
program and most of all I enjoyed the "Shiurim" of Rabbi Ronen & Rabbanit Pnina Neuwirth. As a
distant family relative of Eddie Fruedmann I am glad that the brand carrying his name is a symbol for
high quality.
Thank you and all the team.
___________
Eitan Glazer / PwC |Partner
Kesselman & Kesselman | PwC Israel

Hi Eddie’s Kosher Travel
We had an excellent time. This was the 6th time we've been away for Pesach and it was the best of the
six. The food was excellent; the room was too (a garden room). We met quite a few people and we sat
with our friends. The Shiurim were good and Rabbi Cardoza was very thought-provoking. Thank you,
Diane and Robert Levin, Johannesburg
"Dear David & Chana,
We had the most incredible Pesach with our family, best food, attention to detail, personal
hosting, great program and best of all…value for money.
See you next year at Eddie's Kosher Travel Pesach hotel"

Stephanie & Paul Freud, London
KOSHER TRAVELERS
Established in 1979, Eddie’s Travel & Tourism is one of the most respected travel operators in the
Jewish world. We are a full time, year-round hotel and tour operator, offering exciting Passover
programs and the full range of Kosher Deluxe Cruises, Exotic Land Tours, African Adventure
Safaris, Winter Getaways, Kosher Ski Resorts and European Summer Hotels & Vacations to the
discerning observant Jewish traveler in search of an enriching, unforgettable experience, worldclass kosher cuisine, and unparalleled personal service.
For over four decades our name Eddie’s Travel & Tourism has become synonymous with integrity,
quality and professionalism. We enjoy a premier reputation in the Kosher travel industry among
many renowned Jewish organizations and agencies in Israel and abroad. Eddie’s Travel &
Tourism pioneering efforts has sparked an industry that has spread to hotels and resorts
worldwide.
Each year we are host to thousands of Passover guests in programs that have become the
standard for the industry in creativity, service and impeccable adherence to Kashrut. Over the
years we have developed close relationships with our guests who have become friends as well as
our clients. We evolved into a caring family, looking forward to seeing one another at various
vacations around the world. As in the past, we will continue our efforts and hope to have the
opportunity to serve you, our loyal friends and clients.
In late 2018 the Company underwent a re-branding of its logo and image to reflect its wider and
younger client demographics. Known as Kosher Travelers it has positioned itself Globally has a
household name and comprehensive Online department store for your Kosher Vacation packages.
We are your natural choice!

POST: EDDIE’S TRAVEL & TOURISM LTD; P.O. BOX 568, MODIIN, 7171801, ISRAEL
ISRAEL: +972 2 992 9801 USA: +1 646 240 4118 EUROPE: +44 207 048 6168
FAX: +972 2 992 9802 Email info@koshertravelers.com
WWW.KOSHERTRAVELERS.COM
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